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Capsule-based dry powder inhalers (cDPIs) are widely utilized in the delivery of pharmaceutical powders to the lungs. In

these systems, the fundamental nature of the interactions between the drug/formulation powder, the capsules, the inhaler

device, and the patient must be fully elucidated in order to develop robust manufacturing procedures and provide

reproducible lung deposition of the drug payload. 
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1. Introduction

Dry powder inhalers (DPIs) are widely utilized for the treatment of multiple lung diseases including asthma , chronic

obstructive pulmonary disorder (COPD) , cystic fibrosis (CF) , and CF-related Pseudomonas aeruginosa infections ,

virus-related lung infections  and systemic diseases like diabetes . While various dose metering systems have been

developed for DPIs, including blisters or reservoir-based devices , capsule-based DPIs (cDPIs) remain an important

system for the therapeutic delivery of inhaled powders, with half of all DPIs on the market using this dose metering

mechanism . cDPIs have been shown to provide accurate and consistent drug delivery  with multiple patient feedback

mechanisms (e.g., visual, auditory) to assure that the dose was delivered .

The successful delivery of therapeutics from cDPI delivery systems involves a complex interplay of factors associated with

the powder formulation, the formulation-capsule, and the device-capsule interactions. Consistency and predictability of the

delivered dose to the patient are of great importance in product development and manufacturing of new chemical entities

(NCE) or generic products. Demonstrating bioavailability and/or bioequivalence of DPI products remains an important

product attribute for drug approval by the regulatory authorities . Apart from pharmacologic reasons, failures in the

development of NCE or generic inhaled therapies can stem from either a lack of understanding about aspects of the

drug/formulation powder , device , and/or the mechanisms by which they interact. Several reviews have been

published on DPI formulation design  or engineering strategy  as well as how the design  and characteristics 

of DPI devices affect powder aerosolization performance revealing the multifactorial challenge of DPI products. This

review seeks to expand these previously published analyses by providing insights into the critical material attributes

(CMA) and critical process parameters (CPP) and hence critical quality criteria (CQA) to be considered for cDPI

development and manufacture ( Figure 1 ). Especially it relates to the inclusion of the capsule and device component as

well as its metering system in order to provide further guidance on a QbD approach for the development of NCE or

generic cDPI products.

Figure 1. Quality by Design (QbD) framework of cDPIs.
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2. Overview of Quality by Design Approach for cDPIs

As defined by the International Council for Harmonization’s Q8R2 guideline, QbD is a “systematic approach to

development that begins with predefined objectives and emphasizes product and process understanding and process

control, based on sound science and quality risk management” (ICH Q8R2) . A QbD approach is intended to generate

sufficient product and process understanding that the robustness of the manufacturing process and the reproducibility of

the clinical performance of the final drug product is assured. The basis of a typical QbD approach involves a clearly

defined quality target product profile (QTPP), followed by a risk assessment in order to identify potential CQAs, CMAs,

and CPPs of the process or product. The QTPP provides a comprehensive summary of all the required targets that will

ensure the quality, safety, and efficacy of a specific product for the patient. The CQAs are the properties or characteristics

of the product that should be within an appropriate limit, range, or distribution to ensure the desired product quality and

performance (ICH Q8) . The CMAs of the input materials and their properties can be identified, optimized, and

controlled to ensure the desired quality of output materials . A process parameter whose variability has an impact on a

CQA and therefore should be monitored or controlled is termed as CPPs (ICH Q8) . In addition, a number of design of

experiments (DoEs) are performed to further delineate the design space and associated control strategies .

The delivery of drugs to the lungs via cDPI carries a unique set of quality and performance criteria that are unique to the

pulmonary route of delivery. Depending upon the therapeutic indication, cDPIs may be utilized for the delivery of a variety

of formulation systems including a binary mixture of large carrier particles and micronized drug particles, a carrier-free,

high-dose (>5–10 mg) drug formulations , or engineered particle using process technologies like spray drying .

Successful delivery of the drug to the lungs via cDPI involves the completion of several steps ( Figure 2 ), including (1)

capsule opening or piercing by the device, (2) release of powder from the capsule, (3) entrainment in the airflow, (4)

dispersion of deaggregation of particles into primary particles or separation of carrier particles and drug particles, and (5)

deposition of the drug particles into the desired region of the airways. The reproducibility of each of these steps and

subsequently the reproducibly of the delivered dose and therapeutic effect is dependent upon patient-associated factors,

such as inspiratory force or correct actuation of the device, as well as product factors like the initial raw material properties

of the formulation components (e.g., particle shape, size, surface properties, crystallinity, moisture content of the

excipients and drug) and capsule, the processing approach (e.g., milling, blending, spray drying, capsule filling), and the

packaging and storage of the cDPI product.

Figure 2. Schematic of an example of successful delivery of the drug to the lungs.

Essentially, the QTPP of cDPIs requires that the therapeutic need of the patient be met while avoiding off-target drug

effects or toxicities. It is well known that lung deposition of therapeutic particles is challenging and depends upon many

factors including drug formulation factors, device, patient parameters, and also the disease state. The requirement for

systemic or targeted/topical therapeutic effect must also be considered with regard for the desired location of drug

deposition. In case cDPIs are being used to achieve systemic therapeutic effects, it is likely to require deposition in the

large-surface area, capillarity-rich region of the alveoli . In fixed-dose combination therapy cases, where a synergistic

effect is required the deposition efficiency and location of each drug in the formulation are even more important .

The approach to the pharmaceutical development described by the ICH Q8 (R2) guideline states that: “In all cases, the

product should be designed to meet patients’ needs and the intended product performance.” Consequently, in addition to

pharmacologic-based adverse drug reactions or toxicities, any other factor that reduces the usability or acceptability of the

product by the patient should be considered . For example, detachment of capsule pieces and subsequent inhalation

by the patient may result in fragment deposition in the throat . Variability in aerosol performance may result in
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unintended off-target effects of potent drugs, as noted in the case of inhaled insulin  or gene therapy agents .

Likewise, an unexpected increase in oropharyngeal deposition of drugs that are intended for lung-targeted therapeutic

effects may result in the occurrence of systemic side effects .

3. Critical Material Attributes (CMAs) in cDPIs

A study from Telko et al. used a statistical experimental design to look specifically at capsule material type effects on

powder charging, which is thought to correlate with aerosol performance by affecting powder detachment from surfaces of

capsule walls . The authors determined the choice of the capsule (gelatin vs. HPMC) has a large effect on the polarity

of the charge but only a minor effect on the magnitude of the charge from the powders. They found the use of HPMC-

based capsules led to a higher triboelectric charging of the powder than gelatin-based capsules. However, it has been

observed in other studies that a higher potential for triboelectrification was observed in gelatin capsules when compared

to HPMC capsules , and therefore this effect should be further evaluated and might depend much more on the moisture

content of the shells and the formulation itself.

Capsule dimensions are based on their respective fill capacities, which in turn are based on the tapped density of the dry

powder . Capsule dimension is represented by a numerical size assignment, with larger numerical sizes representing a

smaller internal capsule volume that ranges numerically from sizes 000 (the largest size) to 5 (the smallest size) . While

capsule size 3 is the standard cDPI capsules, larger and smaller capsule sizes are being evaluated for high-dose drugs or

potent APIs. It should be noted that even though the capsule sizes are standardized, capsule dimensions can vary

between suppliers. Especially, the close length of the capsule might be important for the piercing performance as well as

the movements within the capsule chamber. In this respect, it needs to be assured that the capsules are closed properly

and provide sufficient closing strength preventing reopening when pierced at the hemispherical ends. When considering

general capsule motion from within a fixed capsule chamber, the smaller capsules may be thought to have more free

space and thus can move freely in a turbulent fluid flow. Additionally, there is a long distance for the capsule to travel to

impact the chamber walls, which may reduce the number of possible collisions in a given time compared to larger

capsules that fit more squarely inside the device chamber. This was illustrated in a study performed by Coates et al., in

which the overall levels of turbulence within the device were found to diminish with the increase in capsule size . The

higher frequency of collisions noted with the larger capsule sizes resulted in increased device powder retention after

inhalation. However, while smaller capsules may demonstrate the release of dry powder from the device, this must be

balanced with the reduced carrying capacity of the capsule, which may require an increased number of doses loading and

inhalation maneuvers by the patient for a therapeutic effect to be achieved.

The weight ranges of capsules must be narrower for inhalation than standard powder filling due to the low fill weights and

potential rejections on the high-speed encapsulators . And the microbial limits on inhalation capsules must be lower

due to the drug product inside being delivered directly to the lungs.

Altogether, the capsule-related CMAs lead to the finding that capsule dimension should balance powder payload and

aerosol performance, and the moisture contents of the inhalation capsule need to be controlled within a narrow range.

4. Critical Process Parameters (CPPs) in cDPIs

Differently, Desmond et al., coated the interior surface of the capsule with magnesium stearate (MgSt), which can form

stronger Langmuir type films on surfaces potentially sequester the direct contact between formulation powder and capsule

. They used two capsule-based DPIs, the Rotahaler ® , and the Aerolizer ® , and found that the retained

powder in the capsule largely decreased with a concentration of 0.3 g/mL MgSt in Aerolizer ® and 0.05 g/mL in Rotahaler

® . The enhancement effect on powder emptying was also verified by Srinivas et al., who found that capsules coated

with MgSt had a decrease in capsule drug retention compared to uncoated . Interestingly, the same effect was found if

using excipient enhanced growth (EEG)  particles or L-leucine, indicating that any substance with a lubricant nature

may reduce capsule retention . Lastly, it was thought theoretically that the particle size distribution of the lubricant used

in carrier-based formulations would affect detachment and de-agglomeration and cause fluctuations in capsule retention,

however, this did not show in the experiment .

It is well known that ambient factors can cause the denaturation of gelatin capsules. This is mostly due to the nature of

gelatin, which can have decreases rigidity from undergoing gamma radiation , increases brittleness from incompatible

solvents , hygroscopic fill , and is incompatible with reducing sugars, plasticizers, and preservatives . In

addition, having the proper relative humidity (RH) for storage is of great significance. RH can potentially change the

original stiffness or hardness of the capsule . Too low in RH gives rise to capsule brittleness , but too high of an RH

brings about capsule stickiness . Several studies have suggested that there was a correlation between the ambient
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moisture content and the piercing profile of the capsule in the device. Most notably, a higher penetration force was needed

to puncture capsules stored in lower moisture environments for both HPMC and gelatin capsules . Furthermore,

Coulman’s study showed a higher percentage of gelatin capsules with a ‘regular’ shaped puncture after removing the

angular pin from punctured capsules if stored in desiccators with Mg (NO 3) 2 to create higher moisture contents. But no

significant differences have been found between different HPMC capsules . Also, RH within different capsules can play

a role in the fluidization and dispersion of powders from within capsules. The formation of liquid bridges between

formulation particles as well as the capsule wall results from high RH. These liquid bridges create a binding capillary force

that can lead to increased powder retention .

At the aspect of some preloaded capsules, chemical interaction may occur during storage if without consideration of

incompatibility between capsule shells material and formulation components. An example is a highly moisture-sensitive

drug, salicylic acid, which will degrade at high ambient humidity. One study found that the amount of salicylic acid

degradation of salicylic acid was higher when stored in gelatin capsules vs. HPMC capsules at the initial time point (only

slightly higher in gelatin than HPMC) and at 3, 6, 12, and 18 months when stored at 25 °C at 60% relative humidity .

One explanation for this occurrence is the significantly higher moisture content in gelatin capsules versus HPMC hard

capsules. Therefore, in cases where the drug is extremely sensitive to moisture, HPMC-based capsules may provide a

better option for storage . Also, when loading drugs that have a high sensitivity to oxidation careful attention needs to

be made for capsule selection as HPMC capsules are known to be more permeable to oxygen than gelatin capsules.

When comparing two films of HPMC and gelatin, each 100 µm in thickness, the observed oxygen permeation values were

166 cm 3/m 2/day and 3.41 cm 3/m 2/day, respectively. This demonstrates a substantial difference that could ultimately

affect the potency of the drug . While this oxygen permeation can be a potential pitfall for the drug product, this effect

can be mitigated by utilizing proper packaging and storage of the capsules before delivering the dose (e.g., the capsules

can be stored in blister packaging and opened before administration).

This suggests that CPPs for inhalation capsule manufacturing involve several potential factors to be investigated like

capsule coating, capsule filling method, capsule filling weight, weight variability, and storage RH and temperature control

should be carefully considered in cDPIs product development.
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